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Abstract

The discourse of Islamic moderation in Indonesia is re-emerging as the phenomenon of radical religious understanding emerges. This study aims to analyze the values of Islamic moderation in the curriculum of Education in Indonesia through the textbooks of Pendidikan Agama Islam and Budi Pekerti taught at the Senior High School level (SMA). The method used is content analysis. The results showed that the concept of Islamic moderation was not explicitly mentioned, but reflected in a material whose substance contained the values of Islamic moderation, namely the values of tolerance, democracy, simplicity, justice, and harmony. The mainstreaming of Islamic moderation values in the education curriculum in Indonesia has become very important because of the emergence of concerns about strengthening extremist, intolerant and radicalism-terrorism movements in several educational institutions.
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Introduction

The discourse about Islamic moderation has been an interesting issue to discuss. The emergence of this discourse after the Bali Bombing in 2002 had marked a new pattern in Indonesia’s foreign policy.¹ Recently, it reemerged along with the phenomenon of radical religious understanding which is contradictory to the Islamic values of rahmah.² This certainly puts a serious challenge to the moderate Islam in Indonesia.³ The jargon "raihmah li al-’alamin" which is proudly attached to Islam has recently been questioned by the increasingly widespread understanding of radical Islam which later leads into religious exclusivist.⁴ Not only at the level of understanding, the concepts often appear in any acts of radicalism such as terrorism by social organizations, groups, and networks using attributes and jargon of Islam. They even claimed their actions as worship as what occurred throughout 2018 at the attack and hostage-taking in Mako Brimob and suicide bombers at three churches in Surabaya. The term of Islamic radicalism is in Indonesia, therefore, is identical to a contemporary Islamic group over their literal religious understanding and their radical actions.⁵

The understanding of Islamic radicalism which likely leads to an act of violence in the name of religion and ideology⁶ possibly comes from a misinterpretation of the Holy Qur’an through the literal and narrow thinking

---

in understanding the religious doctrines. 7 In other words, the misinterpretation could occur from the solely textual understanding without any consideration of the historical and social context. 8 The condition would be different when the interpretation turns to be an open-minded and contextual setting. 9 However, radical Moslems construct their exclusive and intolerant theology by reading the Qur’anic verses in isolation. They treat the Qur’an as if the meaning is already transparent so that consideration of moral ideas and historical contexts becomes irrelevant to their interpretation. The Qur’an itself, in fact, refers to generic moral points, such as affection (rahmah), justice (‘adl), propriety (Ihsan) and kindness (ma’ruf). 10

In its innate form, religion is actually far from any conflict and violence. Conflict and violence could arise when religion develops as a formal identity. It would later undergo a process of reductionism and then becomes the basic foothold for primordial and sectarian groups. Religion would further limit the universal human values, something which actually damages its very essence. 11 In fact, religion gets actively involved with the demands and problems of human life. Its appreciation interacts with human relations, economic needs, and the need for justice. Then, destructive and inhumane acts emerge with the label of religious sanctity. 12


10 Mun’im Sirry, Tradisi Intelektual Islam, Rekonfigurasi Sumber Otoritas Agama (Malang: Madani, 2005), 196.


Conflict and violence in the name of religion are completely outside the divine spirit. The revealed spirit of religion covers love, safe and affection (rahmah). If religion is love, then social interaction among religious people is supposed to rely on the principles of love (rahmah) as well. However, social interaction among religious groups is more about in groups/out-groups’ prejudice. This prejudice will likely get worse when it comes in contact with sharp disparity status, class and social stratification, different political or economic access to certain social groups and distinction of personal understanding of religious teaching.

The stigma of Islam as identical to violent acts or be linked to radicalism needs to eliminate. This becomes important because instead of violence, Islam is actually a religion of mercy as clear from its teachings which are all balanced (moderate), particularly between belief and tolerance such as when we have certain beliefs but at the same time, we still have a balanced tolerance towards other beliefs. Additionally, Islam has never discredited other religions. Instead, it has always prioritized moderation and tolerance as parts of substantial values of its doctrine. Among others, this is obvious from the Messengers of God with the mission of universal equality and the right to enjoy the goodness of Islam not only for Muslims but also for all, including non-Muslims. Ironically, the problem of intolerance among Muslims in different schools is still very high.

As noted by Prasetiawati, Azyumardi Azra mentioned Indonesian Islam as "Islam with a smiling face". Its characteristics are peaceful and

---

moderate so there supposed to be no problems with modernity, human rights, and other trends in the modern world. However, can the characteristics of moderate Islam in Indonesia be maintained today? It all depends on the believers of this religion. Here, it is necessary to strengthen Islamic moderation through formal, informal and non-formal education both by the government and non-governmental organizations. Education has an important function in changing the intellectual capacity of a community. Islamic education, to be more specific, has a strategic position when the phenomenon of the spreading radical Islamic understandings had occurred in the educational institutions. To strengthen the values of Islamic

---


moderation, it is urgent to transform the curriculum as the main pillar in education.\textsuperscript{25}

The agenda of strengthening Islamic moderation in educational institutions has begun. This is clear in Kisbiyanto’s research which examined the curriculum policy and content for anti-radicalism in STAIN (Islamic state college) Kudus. His research found that the major of Islamic Religion Education at STAIN Kudus has a correlated curriculum through an approach of grouping several cognate subjects. Meanwhile, the content of the curriculum is substantially spread in almost all subjects containing materials related to anti-radicalism. It covers some discourses and Islamic movement groups that prioritize education and preaching (\textit{dakwah}) peacefully, tolerance, humanity, and respecting differences as a mercy for the universe.\textsuperscript{26}

Likewise, the results of Rusmayani’s research on the internalization of Islamic moderation values to public schools students show that public schools in Bali have students from various ethnics, races, religions, and cultures. With heterogeneous conditions, public schools are very vulnerable to any disputes so that it is very important to internalize Islamic moderation values, particularly by PAI (Islamic religion subject) teachers through the teaching process in the classroom\textsuperscript{27} and the attitudes in daily school life. Understanding Islamic moderation values as a moderate concept in understanding religion have become the basic capital as the Balinese largest minority in their social life.\textsuperscript{28}

The mainstreaming of Islamic moderation deserves to be the main priority in Islamic education to prevent acts of radicalism and extremism. Moreover, Islam requires a holistic and comprehensive (\textit{kaffah}) study to present a "middle way" so that it can coexist peacefully with other believers.


\textsuperscript{28} Rusmayani, “Penanaman Nilai-Nilai Moderasi Islam Siswa di Sekolah Umum.”
and religions. Understanding Islam partially would result in extreme, exclusive and intolerant views even action. In the Arabic term, the concept of Islamic moderation is obvious from the phrase al-din al-wasat (QS. al-Baqarah [2]: 143) which means fair, good, middle, and balanced.

The agenda of mainstreaming Islamic moderation in the Indonesian Islamic education curriculum is both very interesting and strategic. Besides having historical legitimacy as indigenous education in Indonesia, Islamic education has begun to assert itself as a type of moderate education. The typology of moderate Islamic education is also in line with the characteristic of Islam Nusantara that upholds humanity values, justice, and nobility of culture. Additionally, moderate Islamic is oriented to build moderate characteristics among Muslim generation.

This study aims to analyze the Islamic moderation values in the 2013 curriculum of Islamic education in Senior High Schools. To obtain in-depth data, the researcher uses documentation techniques and makes library materials as the main data source to explore predetermined concepts while utilizing secondary data and avoiding duplication of research. The prime data resources in this study are a textbook titling “Pendidikan Agama Islam dan Budi Pekerti” for Senior High School published by the Ministry of Education and Culture of the Republic of Indonesia in 2017 and Regulation from Minister of Education and Culture Number 20, 2016 about the Graduates

---

34 Masri Singarimbun and Sofian Efendi, Metode Penelitian Survei (Jakarta: LP3ES, 1995), 70.
Competency Standards for Elementary and Secondary Education and Regulation from Minister of Education and Culture Number 21, 2016 about Content Standard for Elementary and Secondary Education. Meanwhile, secondary data resources are supporting references that complement the primary data to assist in the analysis.

**The Integrative Model in Presenting Islamic Moderation Values**

The model of material presentation on Islamic moderation values is none of the chapters in any Islamic Education book. There found no school textbook which explicitly mentions the term Islamic moderation. Likewise, Regulation from Minister of Education and Culture Number 20, 2016 about the Graduates Competency Standards for Elementary and Secondary Education and Regulation form Minister of Education and Culture Number 21, 2016 about Content Standard for Elementary and Secondary Education does not either. However, it is literally easy to find some cases or problems which closely relate to Islamic moderation values such as tolerance, brotherhood, freedom, and so on.

As the curriculum of Islamic religious education encounters a paradigm shift,

35 the material presentation model on the Islamic moderation values in PAI subjects for the 2013 curriculum also changes into integrative. This integration allows for a shift of competencies in both the cognitive domain and the affective.

36 In this context, a curriculum would be considered good as long as it could develop students’ capabilities, competencies as well as characteristic.

37 However, the emphasis in the curriculum for any subject,

---


including Islamic education, remains on inherited knowledge and textual study, so that it needs modification in achieving the whole competency.

The integration of Islamic education learning includes the following points: 1) Faith, to provide opportunities for students to develop an understanding of the existence of God as the source of universal values; 2) Practice, to provide opportunities for students to be able to feel and practice the universal values of Islamic teachings in serving their duties and roles of life; 3) Habit, to provide opportunities for students to rely their daily attitudes and behavior on the Islamic values; 4) Rational, to give a greater portion for critical thinking to understand and distinguish various value systems in life; 5) Emotional, to arouse students’ feeling in living attitudes and behaviors according to Islamic values and national culture; 6) Functional, to present any form of all aspects of beneficial material for the lives of students; 7) Exemplary, to make teachers and parents as students’ role models of good Moslems, 8) Integration, to develop Islamic education materials and find the correlation among the Qur'an, hadith, moral, faith and fiqh in order to create Moslems with perfect personalities. This also means that the Islamic studies curriculum should promote constructive thinking which engages many examples from the Quran and Hadith. Therefore, teachers and educational units need to integrate the values of Islamic moderation into the curriculum and syllabus.

In general, the integrated curriculum tends to put a certain material or topic in a thorough integration with other related aspects. This is usually

42 Ahmad Esa et al., “Integrating Vocational Training in Culinary Arts and Islamic Studies at Juvenile Rehabilitation Centres: Malaysian Experience,” Journal of Technical Education and Training (JETT) 9, no. 1 (2017): 101; Sofa Muthohar, “Inclusive Islamic Education: Commodification Analysis (Case Study at Cahaya Ilmu Primary School, Semarang),”
by focusing on one particular problem together with several alternative solutions from various disciplines/subjects to eliminate the boundaries among them.\(^{43}\) In this context, Islamic moderation values are integrated into some relevant subjects, such as Islamic education. With the integrative pattern, this material does not burden students' teaching material which is currently too many and even overload. Furthermore, this curriculum also requires schools to infuse Islamic moderation values into school life using their own approaches and designs.\(^{44}\)

The integrative curriculum shapes its form from the process of reforming the curriculum to the learning process in the classroom. The curriculum model would also determine the instructional style of teachers or lecturers based on theoretical concepts.\(^ {45}\) Therefore, curriculum redesign must apply the integrative approach in all disciplines, including the Islamic education subject. It also needs an integrative scientific approach and paradigm, so that the learning process would be holistically delivered by the teacher and not separated from other subjects.\(^ {46}\) In particular, Islamic education refers to the topics of religious studies approach, such as beliefs, values, and practices of Islamic teaching.\(^ {47}\)

In a more practical way, the integrative curriculum requires the attachment of some sub-topics on Islamic moderation values in several meetings. However, a sub-topic about "Islamic moderation values" could not

\(^{43}\) Rusman, Pembelajaran Tematik Terpadu (Bandung: Rajawali Press, 2015), 124; See also Abdul Majid, Pembelajaran Tematik Terpadu (Bandung: Remaja Rosdakarya, 2014), 68.


be found in the Islamic education subject. Instead, it would contain subject relating to those values, such as imitating the struggle of Allah’s Messenger, reaching Allah’s mercy through *Ihsan*, unity in diversity, democracy, and so on.

Through integrative model, students can obtain direct experience so that they can receive, save and apply the concepts they have learned way better. Students are offered an opportunity to influence the curriculum, to be a motivational aspect, and teachers are actively involved in continuously improving the curriculum. They would also get much training to be able to independently, holistically, meaningfully and authentically find out various concepts they have got. The way on how teachers design the learning experiences through curriculum influences how they perceive the experiences. Experience with clearer conceptual relations among its elements will make the learning process more effective. Those who study conceptual relations along with the discussion on relevant topics would form a cognitive scheme, obtain the integrity and get holistic knowledge.

There found several approaches to apply the integrative model, namely intra-disciplinary, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and trans-disciplinary. Intra-disciplinary integration means integrating attitudinal competencies, knowledge, and skills into one whole unit in each subject. Meanwhile, multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary integration is by making various subjects interrelated so they could reinforce each other, avoid overlapping and maintain harmony in each subject. Multidisciplinary, the next ones, is without combining the basic competencies of each subject, while interdisciplinary is by combining basic competencies from several subjects.

---


into one. The last approach, trans-disciplinary, is by linking existing subjects with problems encountered around so learning becomes contextual.

In this context, mainstreaming Islamic moderation values in Islamic education subject uses the trans-disciplinary approach in order students can contextualize the values they learn at school in real everyday life. Moreover, Islamic education subject in 2013 curriculum is no merely normative but also developed to scientific approach by applying applied 5 Ms consisting of for observing, asking questions, information gathering, reasoning or data analyzing and communicating. What students get from integrative Islamic education learning will lead them to learn in totality and make Islamic religious education as a part of real-life they certainly need. This condition will not happen if the understanding of Islamic religious education remains isolative or separated from other sciences. Rather, it would only impress that religion only deals with divinity and the hereafter, while modern sciences relate to humans and life in the world. It is an integrative learning process that possibly and is needed to break any threat on the impact of knowledge separation.

Using the approach, there found two perspectives considering Islamic education subject and its role as an effort to educate Islam and its values. They are Islamic education as an activity and Islamic education as a phenomenon. As an activity, Islamic education means consists of all activities to help a person or group develop their life views, attitudes, and life skills—both practical and mental instructions—as well as social attitudes according to Islamic teachings and its values. Meanwhile, as a phenomenon, Islamic education means all encounters between two or more people, either intentional or unintentional, which significantly impacts the development of the way of life appropriate to Islamic teachings and values, clear in life

50 Saefur Rochmat, “Transformative Education as A Dialectic of Indonesian Culture and Modern Culture,” Jurnal Cakrawala Pendidikan 37, no. 3 (October 28, 2018): 374, https://doi.org/10.21831/cp.v38i3.21513.
attitudes and life skills in one or several components. The teacher, therefore, should select an appropriate teaching and learning material based on the needs of both students and society.

Contents of Islamic Moderation Values in Islamic Education Curriculum

Reviews on a textbook entitled “Pendidikan Agama Islam dan Budi Pekerti” for Senior High School published by the Ministry of Education and Culture of Republic of Indonesia year 2017, Regulation of the Minister of Education and Culture Number 20 year 2016 about the Graduates Competency Standards for Elementary and Secondary Education and Regulation of the Minister of Education and Culture Number 21 year 2016 about Content Standard for Elementary and Secondary Education show several topics relating to the Islamic moderation values. They are spread throughout the classes (X, XI, and XII) with the following details:

In the 10th grade, the topics related to Islamic moderation values are:

1. Modeling the struggle of Prophet Mohammad in Mecca. On this topic, students are expected to understand his basic teachings in Mecca including noble faith and morality as well as his strategies in preaching and guiding the Quraysh tribes to Islam. The success of preaching closely relates to his personality which is noble and great. Never did any despicable thing, he was very honest, trustworthy (al-amin), patient, wise, and soft. This corresponds to Islamic teaching characterized by rationality, logic, universality, respecting human rights, providing equal rights, justice and certainty of life after death.

2. Modeling the struggle of Prophet Mohammad in Medina. On this subject, students are expected to understand the substance of his mission in Medina including fostering brotherhood between Ansar and Muhajirin, building an Islamic society with freedom of religion, worship, humanitarian principles, and laying foundations of community life

---

through building *ukhuwah Islamiyah* (Islamic brotherhood) and making good friends with non-Moslem.\(^{55}\) This prophetic mission integrates with diversities in various aspects like the background for upholding moderation.\(^{56}\)

Two points above emphasize that the principle of Islamic moderation is mainly to model and imitate the behavior of the Prophet Mohammad.\(^{57}\) He serves as a good example (*uswatun hasanah*) as directly confirmed by Allah SWT by mentioning him as a man with noble characteristics (*al-akhlak al-karîmah*).\(^{58}\) Therefore, students are expected to be able to model his struggle in preaching Islam to Arab communities using the method namely *mau‘idzah hasanah* (good advice) consisting of strong will, patience, and perseverance.\(^{59}\) This topic contains Islamic moderation value particularly on the appreciation of human rights and brotherhood (*ukhuwwah*). Furthermore, the Islamic curriculum considers freedom of religion as a human right and an essential component of Indonesia’s motto, *Bhineka Tunggal Ika* (unity in diversity).\(^{60}\) Islamic brotherhood (*ukhuwwah Islamiyyah*), meanwhile, does not limit its scope to genetic relation only, but also those bound by faith (*ukhuwwah Islamiyyah*) and humanity (*ukhuwwah basyariyyah*). From this perspective, social relations would be good if everyone respects each other, maintains

---

\(^{55}\) Khairiyah and Zen, Buku Teks Pendidikan Agama Islam dan Budi Pekerti untuk SMA Kelas X, 72, 148.


glory,\textsuperscript{61} and upholds dignity as well as sovereignty without considering the different backgrounds of each.\textsuperscript{62}

These values confirm that Islam is a religion with the vision of humanity. It is not only a system of belief but also a way of life integrating metaphysical and materialistic dimensions.\textsuperscript{63} This is clear from, at least, three following arguments. First, Islam is a religion with the concept of fitrah. With their nature and potential since they were born, the human is well prepared to know their God and develop their humanity. Second, Islam really encourages tolerance, moderation, and fairness.\textsuperscript{64} This principle is supposed to be the basic foundation of Moslems in building a harmonious life in both intra and inter-religious contexts either nationally or globally. Third, Islam prioritizes the benefits and avoids any harm. The benefit means those relate to the public order and advantages to all humans indiscriminately.\textsuperscript{65}

Meanwhile, in the 11\textsuperscript{th} grade, the topic related to Islamic moderation values is tolerance as a unifying instrument of the nation. Tolerance is very important in human life as it guides both speech and behavior. In this context, tolerance means respecting others and learning from them as well as accepting differences and diversities to lead all parties to behave in proper and polite attitudes. Tolerance is also the beginning of readiness and inner capability to be at home together with others with substantial differences including those related to an understanding of a good and decent way of life.\textsuperscript{66} Tolerance, therefore, is an obligation to all Moslems\textsuperscript{67} because, in Islam, the concrete expression of tolerance is by accepting religious diversities in

\textsuperscript{61} Mohamad Mustari, Nilai-Nilai Karakter Refleksi untuk Pendidikan (Jakarta: RajaGrafindo Persada, 2014), 124.
\textsuperscript{62} Agus Wibowo, Pendidikan Karakter di Perguruan Tinggi (Yogyakarta: Pustaka Pelajar, 2013), 81.
It would further lead people to see the differences, not as mistakes. Instead, differences need appreciation and recognition as a part of wealth such as differences in race, ethnicity, religion, customs, perspective, behavior, and opinions. With these differences, humans need to be tolerant of any existing differences by creating a harmonious life with others because intolerant attitudes are indeed contributing to social and religious conflict. On the contrary, tolerant behaviors would contribute significantly to increasing peace and mercy in society. Considering the importance of tolerance and strategic position of education, education has, therefore, an important role in capturing the meaning of life through positively interacting with others using more open insights in the framework of establishing and fostering a culture of tolerance.

Specifically, regarding the value of tolerance, students are expected to understand some verses containing the spirit of this value, including QS. Jonah [10]: 40-41. This verse illustrates that the human race after the Prophet Muhammad era consists of two groups, which are believers and unbelievers. This condition requires believers to stand firmly on their beliefs and faith as well as live nicely together with those of different faith.

---


69 Mustahdi and Mustakim, Buku Teks Pendidikan Agama Islam dan Budi Pekerti untuk SMA Kelas XI, 185-188.


71 Amal, “Counter-Radicalism and Moderate Muslim in Jember,” 314.

Whereas in the 12th grade, the topics related to Islamic moderation values are the following:

1. Unity in diversity and democracy

   Plurality, diversity, difference, and pluralism are undeniable facts. The Qur'an even affirms and mentions it as the Sunnah of Allah (QS Hud [11]: 118 and QS al-Maidah [5]: 48). In his article, Noor wrote that Indonesia is a plural country in many aspects, both in the primordial and social and political context. In building the awareness of diversity and plurality, each believer of any religion needs not only to acknowledge the existence and rights of others but also get involved in putting efforts to understand differences and similarities in order to achieve harmony in diversity. The complexity of Indonesian society with various cultural and religious diversities requires all fellow Moslems to understand it very well.

   Meanwhile, democracy is a concept to respect individual rights and abilities in social life. Living in a democratic society such as Indonesia requires Moslems to understand some fundamental information about religion in their community. Shura, a Qur'anic term, on the other hand, is a mechanism for freedom of expression and distribution of opinions through openness and honesty. Both are indicators of respect for others. However, democracy reaches a wider scope as it questions egalitarian values, respects individual potential, rejects tyrannical power and provides an opportunity for all to participate in managing the government. Shura, therefore, is a part of the

---

73 Dimyathi and Ghozali, Buku Teks Pendidikan Agama Islam dan Budi Pekerti untuk SMA Kelas XII, 73.
75 Alwi Shihab, Islam Inklusif, Menuju Sikap Terbuka dalam Beragama (Bandung: Mizan, 1999), 41–42.
democratic process. It contains the values promoted by democracy and as a consequence, noble values in the concept of democracy are in line with the vision of Islam.

Nevertheless, not all Moslem scholars agree with the concept of democracy. In the textbook, students get information on figures who reject and accept the concept respectively. Among the former figures are Abu A’la al-Maududi, Muhammad Iqbal, and Muhammad Imarah, while the latter consists of Yusuf Qardhawi and Salim Ali al-Bahasnawi.78

2. Obtaining love of God through Ihsan

Doing Ihsan is a demand for collective life. Because no human can live alone, Allah SWT made it necessary for them to do mutual goodness with each other. Doing Ihsan is the thing that Allah SWT commands in all areas of life. QS. Al-Baqarah [2]: 83, for instance, enlists some objects of Ihsan, namely doing ihsan to Allah SWT and to all creatures including both parents, close relatives, orphans, the poor, and neighbors.

3. The mercy of Islam for the archipelago and the universe

Islam rahmah li al-‘alamin means Islam which could bring peace and affection for humans and nature at general (QS. Al-Anbiya ‘[21]: 107). Basically, people can get a peaceful life when they are free from discrimination in race, class, sex, and religion.79 In the context of Islam rahmah li al-‘alamin, Islam has regulated some rules relating to the aspect of theology, ritual, social, and humanity. In theological terms, for example, Islam provides a strict formula that every believer must keep it well as their faith, yet it cannot be an excuse to force non-Moslems to converse and embrace Islam. The same thing goes to the case of ritual or worship in which the Qur’an and hadith as the primary sources of Islamic

---

78 Dimyathi and Ghozali, Buku Teks Pendidikan Agama Islam dan Budi Pekerti untuk SMA Kelas XII, 73-76.
knowledge had determined the operational details. However, in the social context, Islam actually only talks about basic provisions or the main points of teaching that need detailed and comprehensive interpretation to get a good understanding of it. The interpretation itself does depend on the unique agreement and understanding of each community based on the diversity of each local values and history. Additionally, the Islamic entity as *rahmah li al-’alamin* recognizes the existence of plurality and considers it as the *sunnah* of Allah namely the instrument test of Allah SWT to humans, social facts as well as social engineering on human life advancement and Islamic civilization.

The topics related to Islamic moderation values above are found in the subjects of Al-Qur’an, Morals, and History. The textbook titling “Pendidikan Agama Islam dan Budi Pekerti”, for example, mentions several expressions pointing to Islamic moderation values, although the standard of competency does not directly relate to the Islamic moderation values. Those values consist of respect for human rights and brotherhood (*ukhuwwah*), tolerance, unity, democracy, *Ihsan* and mercy. This Islamic moderation is clear in all of the teachings and is always in accordance with the nature of humanity.

Apart from various topics above, Hilmy in his article identified several characteristics on the application of the moderation concept in the context of Indonesian Islam. They include; 1) non-violent ideology in spreading or preaching Islam; 2) adopting a modern way of life with all its derivatives, including science and technology, democracy, human rights and so on; 3) the use of rational thinking; 4) a contextual approach to understanding Islam, and; 5) the use of *ijtihad* (intellectual work to make legal opinions when there found no explicit justification from the Qur’an and Hadith). Those five characteristics can be expanded into several others as tolerance, harmony, and cooperation between or among religious groups. He also added that the concept of Islamic moderation has a wider scope and more general meaning so that its use will suit

---

various situations and not only to a single situation. In other words, the concept of Islamic moderation should be seen within a wider scope and more general meaning so that the user will suit various situations and not focus on only a single situation.

Conclusion

Islamic moderation is characteristic of Indonesian Muslims and has been examined by history. Mainstreaming Islamic moderation values in the Islamic education curriculum in Indonesia has become very important due to the emergence of concerns about the strengthening of the extremist, intolerant and radicalism-terrorism movements in several educational institutions. The mainstreaming of Islamic moderation needs to be developed into a more comprehensive study to reform the Islamic education curriculum. The construction of curriculum development is explored from the principles of moderation and developed integrally in Islamic education teaching materials. Understanding the Islamic moderation values as a moderate concept of understanding religion has become the basic capital informing the harmony Islamic community. A good Islamic educational system is a solution effort in preventing the expansion of radicalism.
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